Does nerve impulse activity modulate fast axonal transport?
The possibility that the amount of newly synthesized material made available for fast axonal transport is regulated by nerve impulse activity was examined in an in vitro preparation of bullfrog dorsal root ganglia (DRG) and sciatic nerve. Under conditions that precluded effects of impulse activity on either uptake or incorporation of precursor, patterned stimulation of the sciatic nerve (1 out of every 2 s) produced a frequency- and time-dependent decrease in the amount of radiolabeled protein accumulating at a nerve ligature. The response to patterned stimulation was significantly greater than that to continuous stimulation when the same number of stimuli were delivered. In unligated nerve preparations, patterned stimulation decreased the amplitude of the transport profile with no concomitant change in the wave front distance. Nerve stimulation produced no observable ultrastructural alterations within neuronal cell bodies of the DRG. We propose that the physiological significance of these results is not that nerve impulse activity decreases fast axonal transport, but that the amount of transport increases during periods of electrical quiescence. According to this hypothesis, activity-dependent macromolecules of the axolemma and nerve terminals are replenished during periods when the neuron is firing less frequently. These findings are discussed in light of reports that chronic in vivo stimulation increases the amount of fast-transported, radiolabeled protein (Chan et al., 1989) and that TTX-blockade of neuronal activity has no effect on protein transport (Edwards and Grafstein, 1984; Riccio and Matthews, 1985).